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Site support is a Giant Rabbit core strength.
We're not a launch-it-and-leave-it type of shop: we build relationships with
clients that last for years.
We all love a good top-hat-to-tails site build, where the strategic thinking,
careful planning, and sustainable development practices we've honed over the
years creates a site that fits seamlessly in our ecosystem.
Quite often, however, we are in the position of inheriting sites - and that's where
we really get to flex our expertise.

Site inheritance is another GR core strength.
There is an art to taking over the care and maintenance of a website, and it often
requires even more of the strategy, care, and perspective that we apply to our
clean slate site builds.
In the most challenging cases, a site arrives fundamentally broken. A rescue
scenario like this is equal parts technical know-how and psychological savvy, as
we work with our clients to rehabilitate both the site and their relationships with
their constituents and board of directors.

FNPS is the best case scenario.
In the best of cases, like Florida Native Plant Society's, the goal is to transfer site
stewardship to Giant Rabbit from one or two trustworthy, dedicated individuals
who would like a more formal structure in place to ease the pressure of being
so integral to a site's ongoing survival.
Your FuelCMS and Drupal/Civi sites are stable, and although there are
questions about existing limitations and a healthy feature development list, the
important, day-to-day site functions work as expected, with the occasional
workaround.

I. Onboarding & Documentation
We place your sites in git source control so that we can track changes on files and
preserve any modifications to CiviCRM files and templates.
From there, we spin up private copies of your sites on an Amazon AWS server, and
evaluate them against a QA plan that covers the essential functions of your daily
work.
Once we have your green light, we schedule cutover: the day that we run our final
migration steps, repoint your DNS, and cut over to the new server.

Onboarding
★

Place Drupal/Civi & FuelCMS sites in git source control

★

Review FuelCMS security update workflow with FNPS*

★

Provision an Amazon EC2 server owned by FNPS

★

Configure Amazon SES for sending email

★

Set up outgoing email verification

★

Create daily backups to send to an Amazon S3 bucket

★

Set up a backup verification script

★

Set up site uptime monitoring with Nagios

40 hours @ $150/hr, $6,000
Typical timeline: 4 weeks
* We are basing our estimate on the assumption that there are no
customizations to FuelCMS core that would impact the ease of
security updates.

Occasionally, we find surprises.
The onboarding process sometimes catches quiet site hacks, potential security
vulnerabilities, out-of-date modules, and other surprises. That's onboarding
working exactly as it should, but these issues can impact timeline and budget.
In the event of a surprise find, we outline the situation and our recommendations
as soon as we can, and endeavor to find a solution that we all agree makes the
most sense with your budget and overall site goals.

II. Ongoing Maintenance & Support

Now that we have your site in source control, a number of testing environments
to stage our updates, and a newly-crafted QA plan to guide our testing, we'll
take care of security, backups, and uptime.

Ongoing Maintenance
In order to keep your sites up and secure, we:
★

Perform security updates on a monthly basis

★

Apply urgent security updates as soon as possible

★

Provide regular server OS and software updates

★

Monitor backups, email functionality, and site uptime

We recommend a budget of up to 30 hours @ $150/hr, $4,500 per
year for security updates for both FuelCMS and Drupal/Civi.
We also recommend a budget for one-off questions and small
adjustments outside the scope of larger features. Up to 6 hours @
$150/hr, $900 per month, is a good place to start.
We have no retainer fee, and no monthly minimum.
We only bill for the time we use.

And then, we're off to the races.
Your sites are secure and stable, we have verified, nightly backups, and we've
documented any site customizations and special workflows.
We've reached the hard-won point at which we can begin tackling your feature
wishlist.
This brings us to the most important question:
Where to begin?

III. Discovery
We engage your stakeholders in a discovery process, and craft a solution that
focuses on the Minimum Viable Product (MVP), so that we get our tools in front
of users as soon as possible.
This keeps us in line with budget, and guides us away from over-engineered
features that are pretty on paper, but poor in practice.

Sidenote: The benefit of Drupal
Your feature list includes items for iATS membership payments at community
events, household memberships, online, multi-day conference registrations with
membership discounts, and chapter data access to privileged individuals.
Creative and heroic efforts have been made to allow CiviCRM to talk to
FuelCMS, and your hunch is correct: Drupal's tools and modules should make
life easier. We have a number of membership societies that let members
administer and download rosters, generate membership cards, and manage
their memberships and households, all within a Drupal/Civi framework.

Discovery
We'd meet with the FNPS team to:
★

Get the context of any feature request

★

Outline the full wishlist for each feature

★

Define the feature's Minimum Viable Product (MVP)

★

Generate estimates

★

Prioritize tasks

We recommend 20 hours @ $150/hr, $3000 for these discussions,
spread over 2-3 meetings.

IV. Iteration (ongoing)
Whether we have a budget of $2k, or a budget of $20k, our process is the same:
We iterate.
An MVP lets us respond with agility to requests from real-world users,
and helps us avoid the pitfalls of over-developing features in a vacuum.
Additionally, iteration allows us to adjust the priority list easily, and keep
everyone on the same page about new developments and shifted needs.

Iteration
★

Build a feature in a developer's local environment

★

Stage the feature on our client's staging site

★

Test the feature to ensure the code works

★

Test the feature in the context of the QA plan

★

Pass the feature to the client for feedback

★

Apply feedback and test some more... rinse, repeat;

★

Launch the feature

★

Evaluate the overall priority list again

V. Additional Services (optional)

We build our features with an eye on the bigger picture goals for your
organization, and that places us in a unique position to be a long-term strategic
partner in everything from website redesign, to campaign planning and results
analysis, to workflow documentation.

Additional Services
Additional services include:
★

Website design and build

★

Data best practices advice and training

★

Fundraising campaign strategy

★

Email segmentation and marketing

★

Analytics KPIs (Key Performance Indicators)

★

Staff transition planning

In Summary
We'd begin with Onboarding & Documentation:
40 hours @ $150/hr, $6,000

Next comes Ongoing Maintenance:
Annual allocation: 30 hours @ $150/hr, $4,500

A recommended Monthly General Support Budget:
Monthly allocation: 6 hours @ $150/hr, $900

And, finally, a Discovery Phase:
20 hours @ $150/hr, $3,000

… with iteration to follow from a prioritized list of features.

About Giant Rabbit
Giant Rabbit was founded in 2006 to provide high-quality, affordable web and
data services to organizations that make the world a better place. We still have
clients who started with us in our first year of operation.
We're a diverse team well-versed in the particular opportunities and challenges
of the nonprofit sector. We support your expertise, clarify your options, amplify
your impact, and do work that makes a difference.
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